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My family has been dressing the entertainment
industry for over 160 years, so it’s fair to say
that costuming is in our blood!
We are proud to say that we own the largest
collection of costumes and accessories anywhere
in the world. Five miles of hanging costume, all
of which are available for productions large and
small, from epic to art-house.
Our dedicated and talented team have a great
passion for our business. Angels provides a
highly personalised, comprehensive and
competitive service that I truly believe cannot
be bettered.

Tim Angel OBE
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THE DEVIL IS IN THE

Authenticity
QUA
DETAIL
FABRICS

For over 160 years Angels have been
hoarding original clothing, lace, trims
and fabrics, many of which are now
collectors pieces in their own right. This
valuable resource fuels our production
department, giving an extra special edge
to a period garment. Angels not only
makes in the correct way for the period,
but can often provide the original trim
or fabric of the era.

Original reference materials
are often used as inspiration.
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Wonderfully delicate,
irreplaceable items add
an extra dimension to
the craft of creating
a character.

REAL
ty ORIGINAL
Accuracy
UALITY
IRREPLACEABLE Delicate
Subtle details are crucial to our work.
Quality and accuracy can never be
sacrificed; this is a firm rule that
applies to any costume; be it a single
item or clothing for a cast of
thousands. The same level of service
and attention to detail is applied to
everything we do.

Our buyers, with an eye
for the unusual, are
constantly searching for
those quirky, fun items
that can give the final
flourish to a creation.

There’s nothing quite
like the real thing:
genuine period,
ecclesiastical and military
embroidery is typical of
the riches to be found in
our collections.
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OUR COSTUMIERS MAKE IT HAPPEN

Knowledg
Angels costumiers are an incredible resource. Forty
trained specialists are available to assist in the realisation of
design concepts, providing a unique service. Knowledgeable,
enthusiastic and passionate about their craft, they can help
with the selection, sizing, preparation and packaging of the
most exacting of costume requirements.

Accuracy and attention to detail, no matter
how large or small the production.

Costumiers from all departments
source, prepare and accessorise
costumes, saving designers valuable
time and the production money.
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Time saving
CARE

Realisation

Passion
ge Preparation FITTING
Our uniform specialists, through their own extensive knowledge and meticulous
research, take the stress out of getting things right.

A friendly,
professional service
in a great atmosphere
ensures the perfect
final result.
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TAILORING
CRAFTS AND SKILLS

COUTURE

Alterat

WIGS

Tailors and Dressmakers
faithfully reproduce the
original cut of garments
so that the authenticity
of a costume is
guaranteed at Angels.
Their expertise is
augmented by our
extensive reference
library. Our fabric buyers
are skilled in sourcing
suitable materials from
all over the world.

Men's Tailoring where authentic construction and modern comfort are balanced when
creating any costume.

Milliners make from
designs or re-trim
period originals, with an
instinctive understanding
of what is required.

Traditional methods of construction
are used by our tailors alongside
modern techniques.
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ations

Flexibility

Millinery
Dyeing
Interpretation
Ladies Making, where the
transition from design to
finished garment is
accomplished with a
mixture of skill, speed,
flexibility and absolute
authenticity.

Alterations staff can
alter, trim and re-trim
garments for the perfect
fit and look using the
same level of care as
those made from new.

Wigs are still made by hand in
the traditional way.

The Angels Wig
Department
holds fantastic stocks
of wigs and hairpieces
that are available to hire,
spanning all periods. Wigs
are supplied dressed to
exacting specifications or
made to order, using the
finest human hair.

Hairdressing relevant
to the period is one
of our specialities.
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Georgi
Medieval
Tudor

Victorian
SPACE TO BE CREATIVE

Legal

gian Restoration Napoleonic
20th Century
Uniforms

Line-up Areas
A NEW WAY OF WORKING

Imagebank

The ideal costume facility has been created by Angels.
Nowhere else in the world will you find a building where
such efforts have been made to create the perfect working
environment.

Line-up areas are located throughout the building where the largest of
shows can be assembled in their entirety by our team of costumiers.

It’s never been easier to source quality costumes
neatly stored by period, subdivided by class and
quality.

A bright, open environment,
allowing costumes and fabrics to
be viewed in a natural light.

The Angels Imagebank is located on
our website at www.angels.uk.com.
Following a designer’s brief we
prepare images to their requirements
of period, class, style and size. These
images are then placed in an
Imagebank account for the customer
to view or print, wherever they
may be.
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SPACE
PARKING
CREATIVE FREEDOM Shipping
Facilities
Designer Offices with natural light and
air-conditioning ensure the perfect working
environment. Bloomers, our in-house
restaurant, is a great place to arrange
meetings, talk over design plans with our
staff over a coffee and relax at lunchtime.
There is parking for 80 cars. Working from
or visiting Angels couldn't be easier.

European co-productions: we
work closely with our affiliate
companies in France - Angels sarl
and Germany - Angels GmbH,
through whom many productions
are supported and supplied.

Care and attention is taken
with every package, ensuring
that costumes arrive in the
same condition that they
left us.

Collection and dispatch is never a problem as we
have space for the largest of vehicles to back into
our loading area. There is enough room for trailers
to be parked and collected when loaded.
Shipping is easy. We can arrange all transport
documentation and packaging of costumes;
shipping them wherever required, on time and
within budget.
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Jewellery
FINISHING TOUCHES

Shoes

Hats

Accessories
Accessories, vital finishing touches that give a
great costume that extra special edge.

Accessories are stored throughout the
collections to compliment the costumes,
giving a final flourish to complete a
character.

We never lose sight of the fact that
little details bring a period to life.
Jewellery, parasols, sticks and fans make up
our wide range of original period pieces.
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Footwear, from an exquisite pair of
Georgian shoes to a battalion of boots.

es

Parasols
Shawls

Collars

CONTACTS

Hendon, our main costume store, is within easy reach of public transport, both Hendon Thameslink and
the Northern Line. If travelling by road we can be found very close to Staples Corner on the junctions of
the North Circular and Edgware Road. Printable maps of all our locations are obtainable from
www.angels.uk.com

No detail has been overlooked throughout the
building, literally from the front to the back door.

An unparalleled stock combined
with dedicated and enthusiastic
staff, an attention to detail and
competitive pricing, make the
Angels standard very hard to
measure up to.

Angels The Costumiers
1 Garrick Road
London NW9 6AA
t: 020 8202 2244
f: 020 8202 1820
e: info@angels.uk.com
www.angels.uk.com

Angels Fancy Dress
119 Shaftesbury Avenue
London WC2H 8AE
t: 020 7836 5678
f: 020 7240 9527
e:party@fancydress.com
www.fancydress.com

Angels sarl
Paris France

Angels GmbH
Bonn Germany
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